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Selectboard and Finance Committee Joint Budget Meeting 
Order of Agenda for Tuesday, March 30, 2021, at 6:30 PM, Via Zoom 

 
Please click the link below to join the webinar: 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82441156028?pwd=N3YzNGdDU3FWU0lFbUxFNEFYWGd1Zz09 
Webinar ID: 824 4115 6028  Passcode: 945945  Dial-in, audio-only: (929) 205 6099 
 
Pursuant to Governor Baker’s March 12, 2020 Order Suspending Certain Provisions of the Open Meeting Law, G.L. c. 30A, §18, and the Governor’s 
March 15, 2020 Order imposing strict limitation on the number of people that may gather in one place, this meeting of the Great Barrington 
Selectboard will be conducted via remote participation to the greatest extent possible. Specific information and the general guidelines for remote 
participation by members of the public and/or parties with a right and/or requirement to attend this meeting can be found on town’s website, at 
www.townofgb.org . For this meeting, members of the public who wish to listen to the meeting may do so by following the instructions at the top 
of the agenda. No in-person attendance of members of the public will be permitted, but every effort will be made to ensure that the public can 
adequately access the proceedings in real time, via technological means. In the event that we are unable to do so, despite best efforts, we will post 
on the town’s website an audio or video recording, transcript, or other comprehensive record of proceedings as soon as possible after the meeting. 
 

*****ALL VOTES ARE ROLL CALL***** 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

2. FINANCE COMMITTEE PUBLIC HEARING FY22 BUDGET 

a. Public Input 

b. Close Public Hearing 

3. DELIBERATIONS  

4. CITIZEN SPEAK TIME 

5. MEDIA TIME 

6. ADJOURNMENT 
 

 
Mark 
Pruhenski, Town Manager 
 
Pursuant to MGL. 7c. 30A sec. 20 (f), after notifying the chair of the public body, any person may make a video or audio recording of an open 
session of a meeting of a public body, or may transmit the meeting through any medium.  At the beginning of the meeting, the chair shall inform 
other attendees of any such recordings.  Any member of the public wishing to speak at the meeting must receive permission of the chair.  The 
listings of agenda items are those reasonably anticipated by the chair, which may be discussed at the meeting.  Not all items listed may in fact be 
discussed and other items not listed may be brought up for discussion to the extent permitted by law. 

http://www.townofgb.org/
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82441156028?pwd=N3YzNGdDU3FWU0lFbUxFNEFYWGd1Zz09
http://www.townofgb.org/










EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
DATE: March 22, 2021 

 
TITLE: EMS Recommendations 

 
BACKGROUND: Southern Berkshire Ambulance (SBA), which currently provides primary EMS 
coverage to Great Barrington, has requested a subsidy from the town in excess of $100,000 each of the 
past two years. The Town Manager, Finance Director, and Fire Chief were tasked with investigating 
options for providing EMS coverage for the Town by the Selectboard and Finance Committee. 

 
OVERVIEW: Currently SBA staffs two paramedic level ambulances 24/7 and occasionally a third 
ambulance during the work week. They provide 911 coverage to Great Barrington and five surrounding 
towns, along with taking interfacility transfers out of Fairview Hospital and some other non-emergent 
work. They respond on 3,000+ incidents per year of which roughly 1,300 are 911 calls in Great 
Barrington. Their EMTs and Paramedics typically provide an exceptional level of care. Due to their call 
volume, length of time spent on transports to Berkshire Medical Center, Baystate, and other large medical 
centers, and the travel distance of mutual aid, a decrease in staffing is not possible without a dramatic 
decrease in level of service from increased response times. 

 
The majority of revenues come from Medicare and Medicaid which reimburse at set rates far below what 
is billed. Private insurance companies only pay slightly more. Generating sufficient revenues to cover 
costs is an industry wide challenge for EMS. This is documented nationally and anecdotally supported by 
other Berkshire County EMS agencies we reached out to. 

 
We investigated various models for providing a quality EMS service at the most affordable cost with a 
focus on the short term. 

 
OPTIONS: There are three primary options the Town has for EMS coverage. 

 
1. Remain with SBA and determine how much of a subsidy, if any, is needed. 
2. Advertise a Request for Proposals from other EMS services 
3. Start a town run EMS service 

 
Remain with SBA 
As noted, SBA typically provides a quality service currently. The simplest option is to retain the current 
model, but, if the Town is to subsidize their operating budget on an annual basis it is imperative to verify 
they are efficiently run and the assessment method is fair. 

 
Financials: Several financial concerns have been raised which we attempted to investigate further. 



1. Very different numbers were presented by SBA for revenues and expenses last year (FY21) and 
this years (FY22) for 2015-2019. SBA’s bookkeeper and auditors confirmed the numbers 
submitted this year are accurate. Both stated they did not know where the numbers presented last 
year came from and they had nothing to do with their creation. 

 
2. According to the accurate financials provided this year, SBA appeared to be a financially viable 

organization through 2018 when it made over $100,000 in profit. However, it 2019 it lost over 
$400,000, primarily due to a $377,000 (or 21%) decrease in revenues. This happened in a year 
where they responded to 3,300 incidents, a record for them. 

 
SBA management stated the decrease was due to decreased reimbursement rates. There was no 
decrease in Medicare and Medicaid rates, though. It was noted by another Berkshire County EMS 
service that the increased number of high deductible plans can lead to a lower collection rate from 
the privately insured. However, other western Massachusetts services did not report similar 
sudden losses or a decrease in reimbursement rates in 2019. 

 
There was a rebound of $125,000 in 2020, despite a slight decrease in call volume and other 
challenges from COVID. This seems to indicate 2019 was somewhat of an anomaly. Further 
investigation is needed to determine the cause for the loss in revenues and whether or not it will 
be an ongoing issue. 

 
3. One of the biggest challenges facing SBA currently is the need to replace two of its ambulances. 

SBA budgets for depreciation, including on its ambulances. We have attempted to understand 
exactly how their capital budgeting works and fits in with their cash flow. 

 
This year SBA has budgeted for both depreciation and a new ambulance. We believe that is 
effectively including a capital expenditure twice and inflates the actual budget. The $126,000 cost 
of the ambulance should be depreciated over seven years as recommended by their auditors. This 
dramatically reduces the shortfall predicted for this year from $260,000 to $134,000. 

 
4. Last year Great Barrington appropriated $42,000 for SBA with a combined $91,000 appropriated 

by the other towns it serves. $73,800 of it had not yet been billed for or collected by SBA by the 
beginning of March. With that being collected now the actual shortfall for 2021 is decreased to 
$60,000. 

 
5. In 2014 the members of SBA created the Southern Berkshire Emergency Medical Services 

Foundation and placed $1 million in it from the ambulance squad. Its mission is to support EMS 
service providers within SBA’s service area. They have provided grants for equipment to SBA in 
the past, including the purchase of cardiac monitors and other necessary equipment. 

 
SBA management had not approached the foundation for assistance in purchasing a much needed 
ambulance as of March 17th. We believe that is important since the money in the foundation 



originally came from SBA. However, the foundation is now a separate entity and is not in any 
way obligated to fulfill all or even some of such a request. 

 
Based on the above information we believe SBA’s actual loss this year, while maintaining the same level 
of service, will be $60,200. This is calculated by removing the cost of the new ambulance since 
depreciation is already budgeted for and including the subsidies approved from the towns last year which 
were not yet collected. 

 
Assessment: Great Barrington is the hub of South County which generates the majority of the revenues 
(about 80%) for SBA. Great Barrington is the reason ALS EMS service has been possible in our area for 
no charge to taxpayers. Therefore, if subsidies are provided to SBA Great Barrington should not shoulder 
a disproportionately large portion of the expense. We recommend if a subsidy is provided it be based on 
an equalized value of the towns as a starting point. That way everyone is paying the same rate for the 
opportunity to have the same service. The town’s share of any shortfall would be 43%. That is what is 
proposed by SBA this year, unlike basing it on call volume last year. 

 
Great Barrington already provides additional assistance to SBA by garaging an ambulance free of charge 
and providing an EMT to transport, when needed, 16 hours a day. If a substantial subsidy is needed long 
term these additional contributions will need to be factored in. 

 
Representation: If the town is to substantially subsidize SBA’s operating budget Great Barrington should 
have representation on their board. We are currently looking into other services in Massachusetts which 
use a similar regional model including South County EMS in Franklin County and Hilltown Community 
Ambulance to our east. Ideally each town should have representation on the board along with other 
interested parties such as Fairview Hospital. 

 
Advertise a Request for Proposals from other EMS services 

 
Great Barrington can submit an RFP for other EMS companies to bid on providing service. There is no 
contract with SBA. However, the town is a small market and would likely generate little interest. If it was 
cooperatively bid to include the surrounding towns and the transfers from Fairview Hospital there likely 
would be some proposals. Action Ambulance, particularly, has a reputation for taking similar contracts. 

 
It is unlikely a private company would be willing to provide the service for substantially less than a 
subsidy for SBA will be. Contracts for small markets tend to come with big promises and lesser results. It 
is very likely we would see a decrease in level of service. It also eliminates the possibility for local 
representation. 

 
EMS is exempt from some MA procurement requirements. The town would not be required to go with the 
lowest proposal and could try to choose a more local company. It is still very unlikely this option would 
provide either substantial cost savings or improved level of service. 



Town Run EMS 
 
The most frequent model for similarly sized communities across MA is a fire based EMS service. This 
provides several advantages, particularly on paper. First, it gives the town complete control over the 
service. Second, it provides cross staffing with the fire department which are facing just as many 
challenges as EMS. Third, it saves on some overhead, such as garaging of equipment, since we already 
have the infrastructure in place. 

 
There are potential disadvantages, too. While the town would have complete control it also takes on all 
the liability. More importantly, good medics and good firefighters are at a premium right now. Finding 
good firefighter/medics is even more difficult. Also, firefighters and medics are frequently needed 
simultaneously, even on the same call. So, while cross staffing can look like it solves multiple problems, 
and it certainly can be part of the solution, it is not the only solution. 

 
Establishing a primary EMS service for Great Barrington would require substantial planning and 
coordinating with other towns and agencies. In order for Great Barrington to run its own ambulance an 
additional six firefighter/medics would need to be hired. This cost, along with the expense of an 
ambulance, would be substantially offset by an estimated $550,000+ in EMS billing. If this were part of a 
long term plan some or all off the firefighter/medics could likely be hired off a grant for the first couple of 
years. 

 
In general the solutions being looked at for financial challenges of other departments and services is 
regionalization. We need to ensure Great Barrington has the highest quality EMS service at the most 
affordable cost. But, Great Barrington establishing its own EMS service would be going in the opposite 
direction, pulling out of what is currently a regional service. If the Town were to start our own service we 
should ensure it is part of a regional plan so as to not use a short term Band-Aid to make a more 
complicated problem long term. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: 

 
We recommend the town appropriate $25,000 for SBA in FY22. That is based on Great Barrington’s 
share of what appears to be the actual budget shortfall. It would be paid by October 31 provided the 
following benchmarks were met: 

 
1. The Board of Directors is reorganized to include at a minimum a representative from Great 

Barrington appointed by the Selectboard. 
2. A detailed audit is performed on 2019 which identifies the cause(s) of the 21% decrease in 

revenues and whether or not such dramatic changes are expected to continue. 
3. SBA submits a request to the Southern Berkshire Emergency Medical Service Foundation for 

assistance in purchasing an ambulance. 
4. A multiyear business plan is presented showing how SBA plans to maintain a reliable level of 

911 service while maximizing revenues from available business. 



 

Long term we recommend the town continue to work with SBA to provide a reliable 911 EMS service to 
the town. This would be best done through a contract between the towns served and SBA which includes 
an agreement for assessment distribution. If, however, the necessary subsidy approaches $100,000 the 
town should explore a long term plan of establishing a fire based EMS service. 

 
 
 
 
PREPARED BY:    

Charles Burger, Fire Chief 

 
DATE: 

 
3/26/2021 

 

 

   
Susan Carmel, Finance Director 

DATE:   3/26/2021  

 

  
Mark Pruhenski, Town Manager 

 
    DATE:      3/26/21  


